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ARTIST: Norman Clayture
TITLE: Feel Free to Stroke
Outline of Unrealised Potential
I used to cry as a small child when I saw fans refused autographs by their idols. I thought Jesus would be appalled. I
remember promising myself that when I became a big star, I will never ever let any of my fans down.
I would like to exhibit a display of correspondence and artwork between myself and my fans – some famous, some
not.
e.g. Dear Norman. You’re great. Love, Patti Smith x
Dear Patti, Cheers I hope you enjoy the Limewood splinter from my pants.
Love, Norman x
The exhibition will consist of letters, cartoons, doodles, photographs and gifts from my fans and vice versa. Showing
in one space over three decades of congeniality the audience (viewer) gets to explore the many facets of humanity
and through my soul baring come a little bit closer to understanding the urge ‘to be touched’ by those who are a
little bit more famous and humble…
Suggested Artists
See above
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